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h mum 

1.01 This section is one of a group which describes the detailed circuit 
operation of various types of calls handled by the No. 5 Crossbar 

System with wire spring relays. 

1.02 This section describes the Operation of the pretranslator circuit. 
Pretranslation is a process of examining the dialed digits of a 

central office code with the intent to determine how many digits in all 
may be dialed. A telephone subscriber can dial different numbers of 
digits. For instance, if he dials a service code (211, hll, etc,) he 
dials three digits. If he dials the intraoffice code in a 2-5 numbering 
plan area, he dials seven digits. He may dial seven or eight digits for 
a manual office number. Individual lines have seven digits and party 
lines have eight digits. Customers who can dial toll calls directly, may 
dial ten or eleven digits. They dial ten digits for machine office teleu 
phones and manual officechremsline (XOXA30123h). They dial eleven digits 
when calling party line phones in.nanual offices (XOXABC123hJ). 

1.03 If an originating register could know just how many digits a sub- 
scriber intended to dial, then it would know when the last digit 

was received. After this last digit was stored; the originating register 
could start for a completing marker. It wouldn‘t have to wait to see if 
the subscriber was going to dial more digits. 

1.0h Of course, it isn't possible for'the originating register to deter: 
mine exactly how many digits the subscriber will dial every time. 

Yet there are certain categories that central office codes fall into which 
may help us solve the problem.. If we can determine from.certain central 
office codes just how many more digits to sapect, we can save originating 
register holding time. 

1.05 We can recognize certain codes such as 211, hll, 611, etc, as three- 
digit codes. If the originating register is told to summon a marker 

immediately after it receives one of these codes, we cut down on holding 
time. Cutting down on holding time is important because it helps to reduce 
the number of originating register circuits we need in our office. 

1.06 If a subscriber dials the intraoffice code in a 2-5 numbering plan 
area, then we can have the pretranslator circuit tell the originating 

register that the seventh digit is the last digit. The register can start 
for a completing marker as soon as this G digit is stored. we can treat 
calls for dial central offices like this. Codes for manual offices present 
a different situation. The originating register can't know if the sub- 
scriber is going to dial a number for an individual or party line. So, 
the register.must wait for the extra digit (party letter). For manual ofu 
fice codes, the pretranslator tells the register to start an extra digit 
timer at the end of the G or seventh digit. This gives the subscriber 
enough time to dial a party letter digit. 
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1.0? Where the numbering arrangement of the local area i s  not complex, the 
originating register does the pretranslating functions. The process 

of pretranslating codes in the originating register is discussed in CD-260h0. 
Where it is complex, it is more economical to concentrate these functions 
in common pretranslatdr circuits. Pretranslators are also required for 
foreign area customer dialing (EACD) to distinguish between local or home 
area calls and foreign area calls. Pretranslators are reached by the orig- 
inating registers through pretranslator connectors. 

1.08 One pretranslator is able to handle the traffic in most offices; 
however, an additional pretranslator is always provided for mainten- 

ance purposes. Two pretranslators may serve two marker groups when office 
codes receive the same translation in both groups. The holding time of 
pretranslators is short - about 160 milliseconds. 

1.09 The originating register summons a pretranslator after either the 
second digit (Z-h numbering plan) or the third digit (2—5 numbering 

plan) is  received. It seizes the pretranslator connector and then the conu 
nector seizes an idle pretranslator. The connector closes two groups of 
leads from the originating:register to the pretranslator. The first group 
of leads transmits the digits representing the central office code from 
the registration relays in the originating register to the code register 
relays of the pretranslator. These are the receiving leads, because it 
is through them that the pretranslator receives the code which it is to 
translate. The pretranslator then translates the code into one of several 
possible indications. The second set of leads, called the transmitting 
leads, is  used to return this indication or "start index” to the originat~ 
ing register. For‘any'particular code, the pretranslator sends one indication. 

1.10 This section describes the Operation of both the pretranslator and 
pretranslator connector circuits as they'perfOrm these functions. It 

describes the arrangement of the pretranslators in numbering areas using 
three-digit office codes and foreign area directing codes. ' 

B .  ESTABLLEHING THE (DNNECTION TO A PRETRANSLATOR 

1. General 

1.01 An originating register has access to either pretranslator through the 
pretranslator connector circuit. One pretranslator connector is pro- 

vided for each pretranslator. Each pretranslator connector has access to 
both pretranslators. The arrangement of pretranslators, connectors, and 
originating registers is Shown on the block diagram of OS 713-1, Sheet 1. 

1.02 Each connector can serve a maximum.of 60 originating registers which 
are divided into three subgroups with a maximum of 20 registers per 

subgroup. This arrangement reduces the number connected to a common multi~ 
ple and reduces the service hazard which may be caused by an cpen or cross 
in this multiple. An originating register connects to the subgroup multiple 
through its associated PRA- relay. A subgroup connectéto the common con~ 
nector through the GA» and GB- relays. The connector circuit has access to 
the pretranslator through the RA- and PB- relays. All registers on the same 
register frame are assigned to the same connector subgroup to simplify the 
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wiring of the PRS- (register preference) and PRA- (register connector) relays. 
These relays are located on the same register frames as their originating 
registers. All other connector circuit equipment is located on the pretrans- 
later frame. 

2 .  Pretranslator Start 

2.01 The originating register can start for the pretranslatOr after the 
second or third digit (OS 711-1). It depends upon the office code and 

whether straightforward call completion is involved. In twoadigit Office 
code areas also having too-digit straightforward codes, the pretranslation 
is started after the second digit. In all other cases, pretranslation is . 
~made after the third digit. The 11 prefix is not included in the digit count 
because it is not included in the registration but is counted on a separate 
prefix‘counter. 

2.02 In a three-digit (2-5 numbering plan) central office area, the originat- 
ing register starts for the pretranslator after the third digit is 

stored. "After the C digit is registered, relay DS— (D digit steering) operates. 
Relay DS- operates relay PST- (pretranslator start) which looks and starts se— 
lection of a pretranslator by seizing the connector. This is done by connect- 
ing the battery to a start lead. This battery operates the associated PBS- 
relay (OS 712-1) through the register preference chain. 

2 .  Register and Subgroup Preference 

3.01 Two relay chain circuits are provided in each connector to evenly dis- 
tribute pretranslator service to all registers which request it .  These 

are the register preference chains and the subgroup preference chain (OS 712-1). 
Each register preference chain consists of all the PRS- relays for the regis- 
ters in a subgroup (maximum.of twenty PRS- relays). This chain determines the 
preference when two registers in the same subgroup want a pretranslator. 
Three of these chains are provided per connector - one for each subgroup. The 
subgroup preference chain is three GS~ (group selection) relays, one for each 
register subgroup. This chain determines the preference when two originating 
registers in two subgroups of a connector want pretranslator service at the 
same time. Each Of these chains is described in the following paragraphs. 

3.02 The operating ground for the PRS« relays is closed through a chain of 
normal contacts Of these relays. It starts at the last register. The 

chain uses parallel contacts of the PRS- relays and bridged leads to prevent 
a single Open lead or contact from.denying some registers access to the 
connector. 

3.03 When.an originating register connects battery to its ST- lead it Operu 
ates its associated PRS- relay through normal contacts of all succeeding 

(higher numbered) PRS- relays. Once Operated, the PRS- looks through its own 
contacts to ground. If no other PRS- relays are Operated at the time, the 
Operated PRS- relay closes two parallel paths (with bridged leads) to operate 
its PRA- relay in series with the GS- relay in the subgroup. These leads are 
carried through a normal contact chain of all preceding PRS- relays in the 
subgroup. The PRS- contacts of the first register are closest to the func- 
tional ground. This ground is supplied through the normals of the BR- and 
GR- relays in the connector. This gives the lowest numbered originating 
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register preference for operating its associated ERA- relay if two or more 
registers operate their PST- relays. Other calls are served in turn when 
ground is made available to them by the release of the preceding PRS- relays. 

3.0h There are two chain grounds at work in this PRS- relay circuit. The 
first one is the operating ground for the PRS— relays. In  this circuit 

the higher numbered PRS- is  preferred. In fact, even after a certain PRS~ 
relay is operated, a higher numbered PRS- can operate to this ground. However, 
once operated and locked, the lower numbered PRS- relay has preference for 
operating its associated PRA— relay. This is so because it is nearer to the 
functional ground - a chain circuit which runs opposite to the operating 
ground. A PRS- relay can operate over a path through its own normal contacts 
to the locking ground of a lower numbered PRS- relay which is operated even 
though a higher numbered PRS- relay is Operated and waiting. For instance, 
if RRSO is operated and being served by the connector, a demand from.the reg- 
ister two can operate P882 - If in the meantime register one demands pretrans- 
lator service, i t  can operate its PRSl through its own normals and operated 
contactsof PRSO. The number twelve contacts of the PRS- relays, those in the 
operating chain, are continuity transfer contacts (make before break). 
The higher numbered PRS- relay waits its turn for the functional ground. When 
the last Operated PRS- relay releases, ground is restored to the lead through 
which the PRS~ relays operate. The relays fo r  preceding registers which have 
waiting calls operate. The preference chain again determines the order in 
which they are served. 

3.05 The 08- relays are arranged in a chain circuit so that only one demand 
f rom.a  subgroup can be served when other subgroups in the connector are 

waiting for service. Relay GSO may be operated independently of both the 681 
and the G52 relays. Relay 681, however, can operate only when 650 is normal. 
When operated, it looks, so that subsequent operation of 650 will not release 
it. Similarly, relay 652 can operate only when GSO and 631 are normal, and 
once operated, it locks independently of these relays. 

3.06 Contacts of the GS- (group start) relaysare wired in a chain circuit. 
The ground originates at normals of the GK~ relay contacts (03 712-1, 

Sheet 2 upper left hand corner) and is connected to the contacts of 652 
first, 651, and then GSO relays. This is the functional ground circuit for 
the subgroups. This arrangement gives preference to the higher nuMbersd 
subgroup GS- relay whiéh is operated. 

Q. iRegister and Subggoup Connector Relay Operation 

h.01 The FRAerelay'closes the receiving and transmitting leads from the 
register to the associated subgroup connector relays. On OS 712-1, 

Sheet 1, it also extends start battery through resistors STA and 8TB over 
leads STA and STB to the pretranslator connector. Start leads A and B are 
used alternately for selecting a pretranslator. Resistors STA and STB 
protect-the register battery supply and prevent a trouble ground on one 
start lead from.affecting the other. 
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h.02 Relay 60- operates its GA— and GB- (subgroup connector) relays. G1- 
and GB- relays close the receiving and transmitting leads through to 

the pretranslator connector relays and operate the GCA~ relay for the.sub- 
group. Relay GCA- operates the GK and-6K1 (subgroup check) relays that are 
common to the three subgroups in the connector. These relays remove ground 
from the operating circuit of the GC- relays so that no other subgroup can 
operate its GC~ relays. 

h.03 Here we have another example of a double chain circuit. For the oper- 
ating ground, relay 680 is preferred, 651 next preferred and 682 is 

last. In the functional ground circuit, relay G02 is closest to the ground 
through the GK and GKl relays. 601 is next and GOD is last in the chain. 

5. Connection to the Pretranslator 

5.01 Two relay chain circuits are used in the pretranslator connector to 
select the preferred pretranslator. These are the CB- (connector 

busy) relay chain and the PS- (pretransistor start) relay chain. Each of 
these chains consists of one CB—and PS- relay for each pretranslator in the 
group. The flollouing paragraphs describe these chains. 

5.02 When a pretranslator is busy on a call, it operates its CB- relay in 
the connector not being served. For'exsmple, on OS 712ml when pre» 

translator zero is busy serving pretranslator connector zero, it operates 
the CBO relay in connector one. The operation of any 60- relay in connecq 
tor one locks the CBO relay operated. This prevents a call from reverting 
to a more preferred pretranslator if one should become idle. The circuit 
is arranged so that one CB» relay must be normal to complete the path for 
locking the other if it is operated. This prevents a request for a pre- 
translator from blocking itself if both pretranslators are momentarily busy. 

5.03 The operation of relay GC- (subgroup connector) extends the start 
battery from the originating register on leads STA and STB through 

the w and Z relay combination and normal contacts of relay TRS-to either 
the STA or'STB punching. Relay Z is released for one call and Operated for 
the next. It alternately closes leads STA and STB on successive calls. 
This permits each connector to alternate its pretranslator preference, 
which distributes the usage evenly. There is a detailed description of 
the 'w and.Z walking circuit operation in the section of the text a Dial 
Tone Cal l . ‘  

5.0h In connector zero on OS 712«l,Sheet 2, STA is cross connected to P50 
and STB to P81. This arrangement makes pretranslator zero the first 

choice pretranslator for start lead A and makes pretranslator one first 
choice for start lead B. 

5.05 When battery is closed through one of the start leads, it operates 
relay‘PS-, uhida corresponds to the preferred pretranslator available, 

through normal contacts of its associated CB— relay in the connector. The 
operating ground for relay P8- is furniShed either directly from.pretrans- 
later punching PSG or through contacts of the PS» relay chain circuit. If 
both pretranslators are busy, the call is delayed momentarily until one 
becomes idle. ' ” 
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5.06 _The PS- relays for the same pretranslator are wired in a chain through 
the connectors. If two connectors call for the same pretranslator at 

about the same time, both of the PS~ relays may operate and lock. The one 
nearer the P86 ground has the preference and can seize the pretranslator. 
On OS 712-1,Sheet 2, P80 (pretranslator start relay .0) in connector one is 
closest to the operating ground. For pretranslator number one, the operat- 
ing ground is nearer to P51 in connector zero. 

5.07 Let's assume that the first originating register in connector zero, 
subgroup zero (extreme left of Sheet 1, 03 712-1) is demanding service. 

Let's assume also that the Z relay in pretranslator connector zero is op- 
erated. .This  opens start lead A and closes start lead B. New we-can trace 
a path for operating a pretranslator start (PS-) relay in the pretranslator 
connector zero. 

5.08 The path is from battery in the originating register through Operated 
PST (pretranslator start) and normal PRL (pretranslator release) relays 

in the originating register to the start leads in the subgroup connector. we 
continue through the STB resistor, operated PRA, operated GOO over lead four 
to Sheet 2. On Sheet 2 we continue through operated Z contacts, normal TRS 
to the STB—PSl cross connection, through normal CB1, the winding of P81 and 
down the sheet to the PSKl to P56 cross connection and ground in pretransla- 
tor one. This Operates the P81 relay for  pretranslator number one in con» 
nector number zero. PSl releases the normally Operated PC- and PS— relays in 
the pretranslator. These relays guard chain circuits through the connectors. 
They start the pretranslator timer when they release. 

'5.09 Relay PSl operates PCl through normal contacts of the P31 relay in 
connector one to ground in the-pretranslator._‘While_PSl relay in con- 

nector zero was closer to the Operating ground, it is less preferred for the 
functional ground which Operates the P01 relay in connector zero. P01 oper- 
ates PAl, P31, and PK in the connector. The Eli and P31 relays close leads 
from the connector to the pretranslator. Now we have a complete circuit for 
the transmitting and receiving leads from the originating register to the 
pretranslator. 2A1 and PBl operate PCAl. Relay PGAl operates the MB relay 
in the pretranslator which in turn operates the CB1 relay in connector number 
one. Ground through Operated MB in the pretranslator over CB2 lead to the 
primary winding of CB1 relay'in connector one to battery through the resistor. 
The MB relay also extends ground over the CB1 lead to the winding of CB1 re- 
lay in connector zero. However, the other siie of the primary winding of 
this relay is also grounded through Operated contacts of P01 relay and this 
prevents CB1 from Operating. The secondary winding is open at its own con- 
tacts and the primary winding is short~circuited by the grounds connected 
on.each side. _The circuit is designed this way'so that CB1 relay in connec- 
tor zero can't operate; if it were allowed to operate it would open the 
operating path of P81 relay and we would knock our‘own demand out of the 
connector. The CB1 relay in connector one is operated so that a subsequent 
demand for pretranslator one coming in from.connector number one can't over“ 
ride our own demand. 

5.10 There is a feature built into the pretranslator connector which preu 
vents a demand, which has been shifted to the lesser preferred PS- 

relay, from reverting to the higher preferred PS- once the demand is in the 
connector. Assume on this call we have a demand coming over start lead A 
in connector zero and that pretranslator zero is busy with a.demand in connec- 
tor one. we would find CBO relay in connector zero operated by the battery 
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on its primary winding to the ground on Operated MB relay in pretranslator 
zero. This would shift our start lead battery away from.PSO, through oper- 
ated contacts of CEO relay to the winding of P81 relay. Pretranslator one 
would be seized. However, suppose that pretranslator zero finishes with 
its demand while our register is engaged with pretranslator number one. If 
we don't keep CEO relay operated, our demand will revert to pretranslator 
zero during our call. This would.mean.releasing pretranslator one and 
seizing pretranslator zero. This is not desirable. 

5.11 To prevent this, CEO is held up. There is a path from.battery at the 
secondary winding of CEO, through its own operated contacts,-over to 

the normals of CB1 and back on the LOB lead to the operated GC- relay on 
Sheet 2 (lead 15) to ground. This holds up CBO relay in connector zero 
while our demand is being served. To look up, a CBn relay must go through 
normals of another CB" relay. This feature prevents both 08- relays from 
becoming locked operated. At the end of this call, the GC- relay releases 
and in turn.re1eases the CBO relay. New the connector is restored to normal. 

C. PRETRANSLATOR OPERATION 

l 0 Gene r31 

1.01 The connector has completed its job of selecting a pretranslator and 
establishing the connection between it and the originating register 

which is requesting pretranslation. The pretranslator assumes control of 
the connector. The central office code digits are now sent to the pretransu 
lator. Grounds from.contacts of the A, B, and 0 digit register relays are 
extended through the operated PRe-relay for the originating register, through 
the Operated GA“ and GBu relays of the subgroup and through the PA— and PB- 
relays of the connector. The translation index — 11 or LT - also passes 
through to the pretranslator. 0n OS 713-1, Sheet 1, we can see how these 
grounds operate storage relays in the pretranslator. The pretranslator 
examines the digits of the office code, translates them.into a.marker start 
indication, and sends this signal back to the originating register. The 
pretranslator checks the transmitting leads for continuity from the pretrans- 
lator through the connector to the originating register. 

2. Pretranslator Seizure 

2.01 when PC— and PS- relays in the pretranslator released, they started the 
pretranslator circuit functions. The connector relays PReg Gas, GB“, 

Ph-, and PB~ have connected many leads from our register to the pretranslator. 

3. Receiving Leads 

3.01 As the subscriber dialed the A, B, and C digits of the central office 
code, they were stored in the originating register on digit register 

relays. Now we have paths from.the grounds on the contacts of these regis- 
ter relays through the connector relays to the AC¢,BCe;and CGcrelays in the 
pretranslator. Two out of five A03 B03 and CG—relays are operated and they 
correSpond to the digits in the originating register. -If a trouble record 
were taken, the punches would have the same designation as the operated 
originating register relays. 
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3.02 Foreigp Area Directing Code Calls: If calls using 11 directing codes 
require a different number of digits than the local area office codes, 

we use the LT~ relay (local translator) and 11X relay (ll translator). When 
a subscriber dials an 11 prefix code, the 110 relay in the originating reg- 
ister is operated. This is described in Section three of this text ~ 
Dialigg the Called Number. The operated llC relay in the originating regis- 
ter transfers ground from the LT to the 11 lead. This is shown on OS 713~l, 
Sheet 1. The ground on the 11 lead Operates 11X relay in the pretranslator. 
If the subscriber doesn't dial an 11 prefix before dialing the ABC digits of 
the central office code, then the LT lead is grounded.' This ground Operates 
LT-relay in the pretranslator. The llX relay in the pretranslator sets up 
the pretranslation of 11 foreign area codes. When pretranslation of ll codes 
is not required, relays LTu and llX‘are.omitted because all calls receive 
local translation. The pretranslator is used with ll-prefix.call only in 
offices where 11 is used as a foreign area directing code. 

Q.  Indications to the Originatigg Register 

h.01 Pretranslation is the conversion of an input code to an output code. 
The input code is a two-out—of—five code representing the central of- 

fice code dialed. The output code is one of the indications which is returned 
to the originating register. The input is applied by passing the office 
code on a two-out~of-five-basis from the register to the pretranslator. Be- 
fore describing the pretranslation, we will look at the output signals. 

b.02 Eight signals to the register can be used for assigned central office 
codes. Two other signals can.be used where the register calls a marker 

after it receives two or three digits. Indications are given to the register 
when ground is connected to transmitting punchings BS or 0M9 as follows: 

(a)  Punching BSS represents the basic setting. BSS is used for the number 
of digits which originating registers receive on most calls. Usually 

the number of digits received on intraoffice calls is associated with the 
basic setting (BSS pundhing). For instance, in a central office area where 
we have a 2-5 numbering system, the register gets seven digits on intraof- 
fice calls. we would probably assign the 383 punching to these codes and 
to other connecting offices which have the same number structure. This 
punching is also used for foreign area codes which require the same total 
number of digits (not counting the 11 prefix as digits). 

(b)  Punching BS? is used for central office codes which have the same HUM! 
ber of digits as the basic setting, but require stations delay because 

of party letters or numbers over 9999. 

( c )  Punchings CMSA, CMSB, and GMSC are used for additional Settings when 
the office code digits plus telephone numericals add up to a different 

number from the digits of the basic setting. They may represent any number 
of'digits without stations delay. 

(d) Pundhings CMPh, CMPB, and CMPC represent the same number of digits as 
the corresponding OMS- pundhings, but signal the register for stations 

delay. 
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(e) Punching CMSB is used to signal the register to call a marker, without 
returning coin, after two digits are dialed in twowdigit offices having 

AB straightrward codes, or after three digits are dialed in all_other 
offices. ' 

( f )  Punching GMPB is also used to signal the register to call a marker after 
two or three digits, except that the register is instructed to return 

the coin on coin lines before doing so. 

5. Translation 

General 

5.01 The following paragraphs describe the arrangement and operation of the 
translator relays and the cross connections which make them.effective. 

Before we do this we should consider the number.of central office codes which 
must be translated. First we shall exclude those ABC codes which are not 
used for central office codes. The originating register will go for a com- 
pleting marker if the first digit is zero. The register won't accept a one 
in.the A digit. It does recognize two ones (11) as a prefix to the A digit. 
The B digits zero andcneare reserved for use with foreign area customer 
dialing (FACE) area directing codes. The 0 digit zero is not usually'used 
for office codes, but when it is, it is more economical to provide a sup- 
plementary group of‘relays (0  zero translator relays) to translate it. 

5.02 From.this analyzation we can see that the digits we must consider are: 

A digits 2 to 9 =-- 8 digits 
B digits 2 to 9 e 8 digits 
C digits 1 to 9 s 9 digits 

This permits a maximum.of 6h combinations o f . A  and B digits (8 x 8 )  and 5?6 
combinations of A, B, and C digits (8 x 8 x 9 ) .  

TranSIation of ThreenDigit Office Codes 

5.03 The 576 codes whichhmnst be pretranslated are divided into 192 groups 
of three consecutive codes each. This arrangement permits the three 

consecutive codes to be translated as a group through-a single cross connec« 
tion. However, we can still change the translation of one code of a group 
without changing the other two codes of the same group. Each of the 192 groups 
is associated with three punchings similarly numbered but designated R, S, 
and T.  The numerical prefix of each punching designation corresponds to the 
A and B digits of the office code: --R punchings represent codes with 0 
digits 1, 2, and 3; --5 punchings represent codes with C digits h, S, and 6; 
and -JT punchings represent codes with 0 digits 7, 8, and 9. For example, 
punching 22R represents codes 221, 222, and 223; 593 represents codes 59h, 
S95, and 596; while 99T represents codes 997, 998, 999. 

5.0h In a seven-digit area without foreign area directing codes, the home 
area office codes require only three signals to the register. The 

signals are: ‘ 
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(3) Office codes of three digits followed by four numerical digits - 
Pretranslator signals register to call marker after seven digits. 

(b) Office codes of three digits followed by either five numerical digits 
or four numerical digits and possibly a party letter - Pretranslator 

signals register to provide stations delay after seven digits. 

(0) vacant codes - Pretranslator signals register to call marker after 
three digits. 

5.05 The three indications (a), (b), and (c) above are designated W1, W2, 
and W3 respectively. If we take any three consecutive central office 

codes, we can see that each of these can receive one of the three treatments 
W1, W2, or W3. If we start setting down on paper the various permutations 
of this arrangement as has been done in Table A, we see that there are twenty- 
seven different arrangements. These twentyeseven different arrangements are 
represented by punchings PO to P26. 

W 
P U V W’ P U V W’ P U V ‘W 

0 'W1 ‘W1 'W1 9 ‘W2 W1 'W1 18 W3 W1 W1 
1 W1 'W1 W2 10 W2 W1 W2 19 W3 W1 W2 
2 W1 W1. W3 11 ‘W2 W1 W3 20 W3 W1 W3 
3 W1 W2 ‘W1 :12 W2 W2 W1 21 W3 ‘W2 W1 
h W1 W2 W2 13 W2 W2 W2 22 W3 W2 W2 
5 W1 W2 W3 1h SW2 'W2 W3 23 W3 W2 W3 
6 W1 W3 W1 15 W2 W3 W1 2h W3 W3 W1 
7 W1 W3 W2 16 ‘W2 W3 'W2 25 W3' W3 W2 
8 ‘W1 ‘W3 W3 17 W2 W3 W3 26 W3 W3 W3 

5.06 The three consecutive codes in any one group are represented by U, V, 
and W'uhere U represents the lowestanunbered code of the group and'W 

the highest. Thus U represents the 0 digits 1, h, or 7, V the C digits 2, 
S, or 8, and W the C digits 3, 6, or 9. The pattern numbers in the table 
corre3pond to the P- punchings. For instance, if punching 22R is cross 
connected to P0, codes 221, 222, and 223 all receive the W1 treatment. If 
punching 529 is cross connected to punching P5, codes 59h, S95, and 596 
receive the W1, W2, and W3 treatments, respectively;' Since punchings W1, 
‘W2, and W3 are permanently crossuconnected in these offices to BSS, ESP, 
and CMSB or GMPB, respectively, the cross connections between punchings Pm 
and punchings «R, «ms, and “T are the only variables in the pretranslator. 

5.07 An additional group of eight relays (BA2 through 3A9) is provided to 
help translate digits A and B of the code. Each of these relays is 

wired in series with its correSponding B— relay. Thus both relays B- and BA- 
are Operated in series when the corresponding B digit is registered. 
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5.08 Two groups of relays are provided to translate the 0 digit. The first 
group, relays CR, 05, and CT ( 0  digit primary translator relays), com- 

pletes the conversion of the code received into a ground on an --R, —-S, or 
u-T subgroup punching. The second group, relays CU, CV, and CW and their 
auxiliaries CUA, OVA, and CW1, make up the C digit secondary translator. 
These relays convert ground on a P« punching to a particular start indication 
W1,‘W2, or W3 for eadh code. The only exceptions to this are punchings P0, 
P13, and P26. It is  not necessary to translate the 0 digit when these pat— 
terns are used because they provide the same treatment for the three codes 
of each group. 

5.09 The operation of one or'more of relays B02, BCh, B07, 002, CCh,_and 00? 
operates relay CE, OS, or CT through contacts of the operated CC- relays 

and windings of CU and CUA; CV and OVA, or CW and own to 62~ohm.resistance 
battary. 

5.10 So far in this discussion we have assumed that all codes with a zero in 
the 0 digit are vacant. When this is true, a zero in the 0 digit doesn't 

operate any of the 6 digit translator relays. Instead, it grounds either 
punching VCR or lead GMS3. 

5.11 C Zero Codes_é§§igned for Use: If any codes with zero in the 0 position 
are assigned, relays 022 through 029 ( 0  zero translator) and 020 

(C zero connector) are provided. One of relays 022 through 029 is  Operated 
in series with the corresponding 8- and Bin relays after the B digit is reg- 
istered. Registration of a zero 0 digit operates relay 020, which closes 
ground from two operated AC- relays through the operated CZ- relay to a 
single code punching of the 220 through 990 group. Each of these punchings 
is an individual code point for the code it represents and is cross-connected 
to punchings BS and GM“ as required. Fig. 1 shows typical cross connections 
for a three—digit home area. 

X11 Code Translation 

5.12 X11 codes may be used as service codes or as manual straightforward 
codes. Registration of a one in the B digit grounds code point X1. 

A one in the 0 digit grounds punching Xll in offices which translate three— 
digit office codes. The A digit is not translated in either case, because 
it does not change the indication given for this type of code. The-appropriate 
X1 or X11 punching is cross-connected to punching CMPB or CMSB as required, 
see Figs 1 and 2. 

11 Foreign Area Directing Code Translation 

5.13 The operation of relay 11X indicateswznll-prefix call. Translation 
of this call is provided only when the foreign area office code re- 

presents a different number of digits than the home area office code. However, 
only the A digit of the 11 call is translated. Operation of the A-digit 
register relays closes ground through contacts of the 11X relay to the llXZ 
to 11X? punchings. Each of these punChings which is used is cross—connected 
to punching BS- or one as required. Punching llXO is  treated as a vacant 
code punching. 
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XQX and XlX Code Translation 

5.1h The foreign area customer dialing (FACE) program involves direct cus- 
tomer dialing on a nationwide basis and uses XOX and XlX codes as 

national area codes. The XOX and x1x codes are used only in areas where 
the home office codes consist of three digits. The pretranslator can dis- 
tinguish XOX and XIX foreign area codes fron.local area codes. The O—zero 
translator relays are provided to do this. On 08 713, Sheet 2 we see that 
the 020 to 0Z9 relays are in series with the B—digit translator relays. They 
are in fact auxiliaries to Bvdigit translator relays. If the pretranslator 
receives an XQX or x1x code, either 020 or 021 relay will operate. For local 
area codes (which never have a Zero or one in.the B.digit) one of the relays 
022 to 029 is operated. These relays are used to separate toll directing 
codes from local central office codes. Punchings W1 and W2 are cross-connected 
to punchings WA and WB, reapectively. This provides two paths for local 
codes and twovpaths for foreign area directing codes. Punching W3 is cross- 
connected directly to CMP3 or GMSB for three-digit code indication. For ‘ 
home area office codes, punchings WA and WB are connected by the operation 
of relays 022 through 0Z9 to pundhings Wh and W6, Which are cross-connected 
to punchings B88 and BSP for a seven-and eight-digit indication, reopective- 
1y. For XOX and XlX codes, punchings WA and WE are connected by the opera~ 
tion of relay 020 Or 021 to punchings WS and W7, anion are crosseconnected 
to either punching CMSA or CMRA for ten-or elevenudigit indication, respect- 
ively. Pundhings CMSB and CHPB, or CMSC and CMPC may also be used for other 
indications if they are needed, 

5.15 Each --K, -—S, --T punching represents three XOX or X1X codes having 
A digits 2 through 9, B digits 0 or 1, and 0 digits 1 through 9 (X11 

codes being excluded). These punchings are crOSSmconnected to punchings PO 
through P26 in a manner similar to three-digit home area office codes. On 
calls involving X11 codes, ground is connected to punching X11 and is not 
connected to the correSponding punchings XlR. When the pretranslator re~ 
ceives an X11 code (211, hll, etc,) it connects ground to the X11 punching. 
Ground is not present on the corresponding ~§H punching because the CR-relay 
is not Operated. For example, suppose a subscriber diahs211, the AC 0 and 
2, BC 0 and 1, and CC 0 and l relays are operated; the CRerelay is not op~ 
erated and so the 21R punching is not grounded. The 21R punching represents 
codes 211, 212, and 213. Therefore, these punchings may be cross-connected 
to anw'tmnChing that satisfies the conditions required for the second and 
third codes of the group without regard to the first (X11) code. For exam- 
ple, if code 212 requires 10 digits and code 213 requires 11 digits, punching 
21R may be cross-connected to any one of punchings P1, P10, or P19. .The 
X11 punching is grounded through the COO and 1, B00 and l, and BT-relay con— 
tacts. The X11 punching is crossuconnected to either GMS3 or CH? 3 punch- 
ings. This will signal the originating register to call the marker after 
three digits. 

5.16 Punchings 200, 300, etc, and 210, 310, etc, are individual code points 
for the corresponding XOX and XlX codes. They are cross-connected 

directly to punchings GM—. 
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5.17 Punchings which represent vacant codes are cross-connected to CMSB or 
CMPB. CMSB signals the register to call a marker after three digits. 

CMPB signals the register to return a coin and then call the marker after 
three digits. 

6. Closure of the Transmitting Leads 

6.01 When one of the punchings on Sheet 3 of OS 713~l is grounded through 
a cross connection, one of the five transmitting relays CMA, B, C, 3, 

or BS is operated. Whichever one Operates depends on the cross connection. 
It will operate in series with either the PW (primary winding) or SW (second- 
ary winding) relay. This arrangement uses seven relays for ten indications. 
The XRSrelay provides a cross detection circuit. . I t  will operate if two or 
more of the ten punchings are grounded. The resistance of one path doesn't 
allow enough current to flow to operate it. If it does operate, it cpens 
its.own biasing circuit which insures that it will stay up if the trouble 
should disappear. ' 

6.02 Here is a table which Shows how grounds on the ten transmitting punch~ 
ings on the left side of OS 713-1, Sheet 3, cause pretranslator relays 

to operate and leads from.the pretranslator to the originating register to be 
closed: 

Punching Relays Leads 
Grounded Operated Closed 

BSS BS, SW, SW1 NONE 
BSP BS, PW, PWl SD 
CMS3 0M3, SW, SW1 0M3 
CMP3 0M3, PW, PWI 0M3, SD 
GMSA CMA, SW, SW1 CMA 
CMPA. CMi, PW, PW1 CMA,‘SD 
CMSB OMB, SW, SW]. OMB 
EHPB OMB, PW, PWl OMB, SD 
CMSC CMC , SW, SW1 CMC 
CMPC CMC, PW, PW1 0MB, SD 

The operation of one of the GM- relays closes ground to the similarly'desig- 
nated lead through the pretranslator Connector circuit-to operate the correu 
Spending CM; relay in the originating register. The operation of relay PWl 
grounds lead SD through the connector to operate register relay SD—(stations 
delay). 

2 .  Typical Example of.Pretranslation 

7.01 Let's suppose a subscriber is  dialing a telephone whiCh is  in his own 
office. This is an intraoffice call. In a 2-5 numbering plan area, 

he dials seven digits. Our originating register would have option 0 on- 
OS 711-1, Sheet 2 .  This option lets the register start for the pretranslator 
at the end of the third digit. This digit is the end of the central office 
code. For instance if the central office code is 595, the originating reg- 
ister has received and stored digits 595 on the A, B, and 0 digit registers. 
Now the register operates its PST relay'and we place our demand in the pres 
translator connector. This demand is answered just as we discussed in Part B 
of this section. 
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7.02 When the originating register is connected to the pretranslator, the A, 
B, and.0 digits, 595, are sent to the A01 and non, B02 and B07, 001 

and 00h relays on OS 713ml, Sheet 1. The LT—(local translation) relay in 
the pretranslator would be operated from ground in the originating register. 

7.03 On 08 713-1. Sheet 2 we can see contacts of the 302, h, and 7, and 002,. 
h, and 7 relays in the upper left-hand corner. 302, B07, and 00h re- 

lays would be Operated on this call. Now we have a path from.ground through 
operated contacts of these relays and LT- contacts to Operated B02 and 307. 
relay contacts through windings oa9, 3A9, and 029 in series. The 302 and, 
BC? are operated from.the nine in 59S code. 

7.0h In lower leftwhand corner we have contacts of B0-, CCu, and LT- relays 
which supply ground to winding of CR-, 08-, and CT- relays.' These 0 

'digit auxiliary relays Split the 0 digit into three groups. 0R represents 
0 digits one, two, and three. CS represents 0 digits four, fire, and six. 
0T represents 0 digits seven, eight, and nine. Because our 0 digit (S95 
code) i S ' a  five, we should find a path through winding of the CS—to contacts 
of 001 and 00h relays. we notice that this path is in series with two re- 
lays CVA and 0V. All three relays 0V, CVA, and CS~operate. 

7.05 The 0R-,.0$~,*and 0T- relays Split the 0 digits one to nine into three 
groups. The 0U and CUA, 0V and OVA, CW and UNA relays also split the 

0 digits one to nine into three groups, but in a different way; we can set 
up a little table which shows how these relays act as coordinates for pin— 
pointing the 0 digit. 

TABLE B 

ICU cv cw ‘ 
9.9.5 EE 9.“; 

on 1 2 3 
cs h 5 6 
0T 7 8 9 

we can see that any combination of one relay of CRq,CSe,and-0T—combined with 
one of the pairs of 00(A), 0V(A), CWIA) gives us an exact definition of the 

7.06 This arrangement is used to simplify pretranslator cross connections. 
If we represented all the codes which could.be dialed on individual 

punchings, we would have a large crossuconnection field. In the pretranslator, 
this 0 digit translation arrangement cuts the cross-connection field by a 
third. 

7.07 To continue with our call, in the middle of Sheet 2, 08.713-1 we have 
contacts of A01 and ACh relays which are operated because our A digit 

is five. we have a circuit from the ground through AC- relay contacts, 
option 0, operated Gswani operated B9 relay to the S98 punching. This punch~ 
ing stands for the central office codes 59h, S95, and 596. Punching S95 is 
crosswconnectsd to one of the PO~P26 punchings which give the correct indi- 
cations for  the three codes. 
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7. 08 we have already said that our code - 595 ~ is a seven-digit code. If 
we know what the two associated codes, 59h and 596 , require we can 

pick the prOper P- punching for our cross connection. Lets assume that 
code 59h is vacant and code 596 is a.manual central office. Now we know 
that the P- punching we choose must indicate a three-digit marker start for 
the first code, seven-digit start for the second, and stations delay (seven 
or eight-digit) for the third. 

7.09 Table A on Page 11 shows the various marker start signals which the 
PO to P26 punchings represent. The_symhols W1, W2, and‘WB stand fOr 

seven digits, eight digits and three digits in that order. What we want is 
three digits (W3) for 59h, seven digits (W1) for 595, and eight digits (W2) 
for 596 in that order. There is one punching which gives us this indication.n 
P19. So we crossuconnect 59S to P19. 

7.10 Following through our circuit path, the grounded is now present on the 
P19 punching. 'we can continue through operated OVA contacts to the W1 

punching o 

7.11 In Central offices without foreign area customer dialing, W1 punChing 
is cross-connected to BSS on Sheet 3. In offices with this service, 

W1 is cross-connected tO'WA punching on Sheet 2. The 02-9 relays are pro- 
vided when XOX and XlX toll codes are translated. If we_had this feature, 
the 025 relay would be Operated for our call, moving the ground to the Nb 
punching. This is cross-connected to the BSS punching on Sheet 3. In 
either case, the BS and SW relays are operated. This is called the basic set- 
ting Of the pretranslator Operation. When the pretranslator has its BSS 
punching grounded, it doens't_send a marker start signal to the originating 
register. It just sends a pretranslator release (PRL relay) signal which the 
originating register recognizes as a seven—digit marker start indication. For 
all other marker start indications, the pretranslator sends the originating 
register a signal by operating one of the GMA, B, C, 3, or SD-relays in the 
originating register. On our call, only the PRL Operates. It releases DMS 
(delay marker start). The DMS relay is in the circuit so that the originat- 
ing register will wait for the signal from the pretranslator. On most calls 
the signal is received soon enough so that the originating register doesn't 
have to wait for it after the customer finishes dialing. On our call for 
instance, the originating register would have the marker start signal before 
the subscriber finishes dialing the D digit. 

7.12 The subscriber now dials the four digits of the telephone number. When 
the seventh digit is received and stored, we have digits in the A to G 

digit register relays. At the end of the last pulse of the G digit, the L 
Operates and remains Operated. The slow release RA— relay releases Operating 
311 and the G two-out—of-five register relays. RAl Operates the HS steering 
relay. Now we have a path from the MST relay winding on OS 713-1, Sheet 3 
through normals of CR, 2P (the dialing subscriber does not have two-party 
class of service) through normals of EMS, SD, HMS, operated PST, normal GMA, 
OMB, OMB, 0M3 to the 0M1 punching. This punching is cross-connected to the 
G punching Which is grounded by Operated HS. This operates the MST relay. 
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‘QgW_PRETRANSLATOR AND PRETRéNSLATOR CONNECTOR RELEASE 

1. General 

1.01 After passing its translation to the originating register, the pretrans- 
lator checks the continuity of the transmitting leads used on the call. 

It does this before it releases. It also supplies holding grounds and a hold- 
ing battery to the Connector to maintain the connection to the originating 
register, and checks the hold circuit. It then Operates the PRL~(register 
release) relay (08 713-1). 

1.02 Relay PRL-locks any of the originating register translation relays 
that are Operated over transmitting leads (OS 71311), This makes 

sure the start index is not removed before it can be used by the originate 
ing register. The pretranslator checks that the required transfer relays 
are locked. “If they are, or if none of the transfer relays are required 
(basic setting indication), the pretranslator removes the connector holding 
circuits, which release the connector. Release of the connector relays 
releases the operated pretranslator relays. 

2. Continuity Check of the Transmitting Leads 

2.01 The CCMw(continuity OM) and BSD-(continuity SD) relays (OS 713-1) are 
provided to check the continuity of leads CM, and SD~ if either or both 

leads are used to transmit the start index to the register. These relays op- 
erate in series with the Operated translation relays in the originating 
register. The Operation of each Of these relays indicates a continuous Oper- 
ating circuit on the transmitting lead used. 

3. Control of the Pretranslator Connection 

3.01 The operation of relay PWl or SW1 operates and locks the HD (hold) relay 
(OS 713ul). Relay HD closes battery through lamp HD and the winding of 

relay HDK (hold check) to lead HD to the connector (OS 712ul). This supplies 
a holding battery for the Operates PS- and PRSwrelays. It also prevents the 
release of PS~ and HRS—when originating register relay'PRLwis operated, and 
permits the pretranslator to check the locking of the required register trans- 
fer relays. 

3. 02 The Operation of relay HD also grounds loads 61 and 02, which hold 
pretranslater connector relays PRmfi PRB—, and GSa. This also denies 

the use Of'these leads to any originating register requesting a pretranslator 
connector. The arrangement allows the pretranslator to hold the connection 
until its functions are completed. 

3. 03 Relay'HD also grounds lead GR, Operating the connector GR» (ground re- 
neva1)relay (OS 713-1) which is associated with the pretranslator in 

use. Relay GR- removes the Operating ground from relays PEA” PRE~, and GS- 
(OS 712-1). When the connection is released later in the call, the release 
of relay GR- delays the reclosure of these grounds which prevents overlap 
between successive calls. 
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3.0h The Operation of relay GRa also grounds lead PCK (OS 713-1) to the 
pretranslator, Operating relay PCK (pretranslator control check). This 

indicates that all of the control relays in the connector are operated. 

h. Opgration of the Originating Register Circuit Release Relay 

b.01 The operation of relay HDK grounds lead PRL to the connector when the 
continuity check of the transmitting leads is satisfactory (CCM and 

CSD Operated). This operates register relay PRL. Lead PRL is wired through 
parallel contacts of relays CCM and BS and then through-parallel contacts 
of GSD and SW1. This is done'because relay BS is always operated if none of 
the CM- leads are used and because relay SW1 is Operated if lead SD is not used. ' 

h.02 The operation of register relay PRL opens the pretranslator connector 
start lead (OS 712-1) and provides a locking ground for register relays 

CM— and SD- (08 713-1). The opening of the start lead has no effect because 
.relays PR8 and PS- are held by battery supplied over lead HD. 

h.03 Relay PRL is double-sound (08 713-1):. lead PRL connecting to the pri- 
mary winding, and lead RLK to the secondary. When operated, it looks 

through both windings and returns ground to the pretranSlator on both leads. 
The RLK ground operates pretranslator relay RLK (release check). Relay RLK 
locks to ground through both the PRL and RLK leads from.the connector. ‘ 

5. Lock Check 

5.01 Two check circuits are provided to check the application of the locking 
ground to either relay CM- or SD-, or both. Each of these check circuits 

ghas two Operating methods, depending on the start indication provided. 

5.02 The Operation of relay LCM (lock Chm) indicates that either the Oper- 
ated CM- register relay is locked or that the Operation of a CM— relay 

is not required (OS 713-1). Similarly, the Operation of relay LSD (lock SD“) 
indicates that either the Operated SD— register relay is locked or that its 
Operation is not required by the_start indication of the call. 

at 

5.03 For any translation, either relay BS or CM- and the SW1 or the SD relay 
Operate. If the BS or SW1 relays Operate, the CM- or'SD— lock tests 

are not required. The Operation of relay RLK then directly Operates relays 
LCM or LSD. - 

5.0h However, if neither BS nor SW1 operate, the operation of RLK Operates 
relay KTR (check transfer). This transfers the pretranslator end of 

leads CM- and SD from relays COM and CSD, used in the continuity check, to 
relays LCM and LSD.for the lock check. This releases COM and CSD. If the_ 
locking ground is present on either or both of these leads,_relays LCM and/or 
IISD Operate. - I 

5.05 When operated, both LCM and LSD lock to ground through relay RLK. An 
additional locking ground is supplied for relay LCM through the oper— 

ated PWl or SW1 relay to prevent false momentary Operation of relay HD during 
release. 
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6. Pretranslatgr Connector Release 

6.01 Pretranslator relay HD holds relays PRA-, PRB-, and GS— by ground on 
leads Gl and OZ and relays PRSw and PS- by battery on lead HD. The 

Operation of relays LCM and LSD Opens the operating and holding circuit of 
HD (OS 713-1). This releases HDK (OS 712-1) in the pretranslator and re— 
moves battery from lead HD, thereby releasing PRS- and PS-. Relay HD also 
removes ground from leads G1, G2, and GR, releasing relays PRA~, PRBw, 68-, 
and on». These leads are opened simultaneously to prevent false start which 
might otherwise occur if lead HD were Opened first. 

6.02 The release of-PRA- and PRB~ opens the receiving leads, which releases 
any of the relays ACu, BCn, CCw, ETw, and llX that are operated (OS 713-1). 

This releases operated translator relays. The release of relays AO- causes 
the release of BS or CM~, PW or SW, and PWl or SW1 relays (08 713-1). The 
release of PWl or SW1 releases LCM. 

6.03 The release of relay PSu closes chain circuits PSK and PCK to reoperate 
' pretranslatcr relays PS- and PCw. _It also releases connector relay PC- 

Which allows relay CB~ in the connector being served to operate, and releases 
connector relays PAw and P -. Relay PC- releasing, causes relay Z to either 
operate or release, depending upon its condition (08 712ul). The release of 
relays PA- and PB- releases PCA—, thereby releasing relays PK, PBX, and MB. 
The release of MB releases all CB» relays. Release of relay 689 causes re- 
lays_GC-, GA-, GB-, GOA, GK,.GK1, and GR~ to release. 

E._ CONTROL FUNCTIONS 

l:_ General 

1.01 The several other features of the pretranslator, timing, trouble re~ 
corder start, second trial, etc, are discussed in detail in the circuit 

description - CD~25568-Ol. 
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OUTPUT CODES I TO OSw7l3~l) 

OUTPUT CODES 

PUNCHING REGISTER TO CALL IN MARKER AFTER 
38$ 7 DIGITS 
BSP 7 DIGITS AND STATIONS DELAY 
CM83 3 DIGITS (NO COIN RETURN) 

INPUT CODE CROSS CONNECTIONS 

CODE PUNCHINGIABC DICITS REGISTER TO CALL IN MARKER AFTER CROSS CONNECT PUNCHING 
760 530 760 760 To CMSSINO COIN RETURN) 
76' 76' ' 76R 70 P26 762 53R 762 3 DIGITS m; was To CNSSINO COIN RETURN) 763 763 
764 764 7 DIGITS 763 To PI 

: 765 533 765 7 DIGITS AND STATIONS DELAY WI To BSS,W2TO 383 
766 766 3 DIGITS . W2 70 CMSS (N0 COIN RETURN) 
767 767 7 DIGITS AND STATIONS DELAY 76T To Pl? 
768 537 768 wz To BSP 
769 769 ' W 3  TO CMS3 (N0 COIN RETURN) ' 

x” x" x" 3 ”'6'” XII TO CMSSINO COIN RETURN) 

VCR VCR ““' VCR To CMSS (NO COIN RETURN) 

FIG. I --TYP.I CAL CROSS CONNECTIONS FOR A 3 DIGIT HOME AREA FIG. I 
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OUTPUT CODES 

PUNCHINC REGISTER TO CALL IN MARKER AFTER 
888 7 DIGITS 
BSP 7DIGITS AND STATIONS DELAY 
CMSA IO DIGI TS 

'17 33" CMPA IO DIOITS AND STATIONS DELAY 
P5 533 CM P3 3 DISITSICOIN RETURN) 
°‘"‘"'”""‘° CMSS 3 OISITS (NO COIN RETURN) P26 53R 
0-"m-O 

P£“_§gfi INPUT CODE CROSS CONNECTIONS 

PLEWEAS CODE PUNCHINS ABC DIGITS REGISTER TO CALL IN MARKER AFTER CROSS CONNECT PUNCHING 
P5 __§§T 530 550 530 530 TO CMS3 (NO COIN RETURN) 

cw cv cu 53I 53l 3 DIGITS 
W 53R TO P26 A 532 53R 532 

T “ES;- 533 VI!) TO CMS3INO COIN RETURN) 
| 2 J, 534 534 7 OICITS .533 To p5 

o m 'WI TO WA W4 T0 88? W3 5 535 536 535 7 DIGITS AND STATIONS DELAY W2 To waiwe To asp: 
. I I E 536 536 3 News ws TO CMSS (N0 COIN RETURN) 
.WA ows I *5 537 5,37 7 DISITS AND STATIONS DELAY 53T T0 RI? 

3 8 538 . 53T 538 3 mews wz TO wa,we T0 asp 
022-029 020 (3;. 022429 020 CZ. E :3 539 539 . we. TO CMSS (NO COIN RETURN) 

I E 600 600 600 I0 DICITS 600 T0 CMSA 
W4 W5 W6 W7 35 em em 3 DIGITS 60R To PI9 . 

I I I " I 530 602 60 R 602 I0 DISITS gimufifi’: $553!; RETURN) 
O O 4 . “““"'"“""’—-—-"'"'o 603 603 I0 DIGITIS AND STATIONS DELAY w z  T0 w§‘_w7 T0 CMF’A 

6'0 607 607 I0 DISITS SOT TO P5 
)- -------------- -o A A WI TO WA,YY5 TO CNISA fi 600 608 SOT 608 I0 DISITS ND ST TIONs DELAY W2 To wad"? To CMPA 

0.. ______________ .. ____________________ .0 609 609 3 mens ws TO 0M83INO COIN RETURN) 
6IO SIO 6| 0 wS TO CMS3 (NO COIN RETURN) 

x ”  6l4 6I4 IQ DICITS AND STATIONS. DELAY 6|S TO P|5 
------------- -0 “""”‘ we TO WB,W7 TO CMPA 

/ 2.12....) 6' s 6' 5 3 News In TO CMS3 (NO COIN RETURN) 6|6 6|6 I0 DISITS WI TO m, was TO CMSA 
\ 0533 6339 OCMSA OCMP“ OMS?’ / XII XII XII 3 DISITS XII T0 CMS3(NO COIN RETURN) 

OUTPUT CODES'(TO Os-7I3-I) 

FIG.2-—-TYPICAL CROSS-CONNECTIONS FOR A 3 DIGIT HOME AREA WHERE 
THE HOME OFFICE IS ARRANGED FOR XOX AND XIX CODES FIG.2 
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